im feeling very sick and ive been throwing up bad couth i have had a fever i would like to see some one about this do to the sickness that is going on please
***Request to Staff***

To: Inmate Work Assignment: unass.

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.

01befbaa-6398-4a55-8a00-1bbf6f558e0b

Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I'm am experiencing wheezing in my chest and difficulty breathing, please put me on the sick call list thank you
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment: unass,
Date: 3/20/2020 11:51 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
dcc1736b-37fc-483f-9fb0-2ca01e20f3d5
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

dthis is my second request for sick call. i was told by the C.O you are refusing to see me, i cant breath!!!
my chest is very congested!! please answer in writing that you are refusing to see me !!I was told you
saw me yesterday for blood work that i have been requesting since november,WELL MY CONDITION
HAS CHANGED !!!!!WAITING ON YOUR RESPONSE!!
To: to whom concern
Inmate Work Assignment: N/A

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
3ac76c12-3cfc-4224-88a4-1f94a7914af
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

to whom concern I'm very sick and i been in the bed all day i can barely stand and i have a bad headache and my body feel very hot and this morning i had trouble breathing i was shortness of breathe but I'm breathing a ill better now , i cant inheal deep because it cause me to cough and my chest is on fire . my body is very sore
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: medical
Date: 3/24/2020 10:05 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: medical
Inmate Work Assignment: NA

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
14425515-a7a5-4cac-8220-4991a5f94b04
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i have developed a persistant cough... and felt weak lately with the recent cases of covid 19 im scared that i could be effected... please tell me what i did t deserive being exposed to this... i have had a cough that has been getting a little worse daily... i told my lawyer about this and i want to know if im sick please help.. also my mental health meds are not working and my depression and anxiety is at an all time high.... i have also been asking about the suboxon program since i got here and have relapsed multiple times... i need to get back on my maintenance meds... so i can put my sobriety first again... please get back to me as soon as possible... thank you
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: medical
Inmate Work Assignment: NA

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.  
2839b73a-926e-4a5c-ae12-37f299d6e0fb
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i have had a persistant cough that just wont get better... i also have been sweating off and onn randomly... not sure what its from but ive written you about a week ago about it and still havnt been seen.. i hope this isnt the virus symptoms
To: Nurse
Inmate Work Assignment: Medical Symptoms

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
4b6f08b0-ff5a-4724-a738-0fce3f7121d7
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

To whom it may concern,

I am experiencing symptoms which may or may not be consistent with CoronaVirus. I have a collapsed lung (from a childhood accident) and as a result I occasionally have shortness of breath. I have a congenital heart condition (a heart murmur) which is my medical records. As a result my chest starts hurting and I cannot breathe well and am out of breath. I am anemic. These conditions are nothing new. However, recently these symptoms have been coupled with a dry cough and have chills.

Please advise. I am concerned I interacted with [redacted] who was on the bus with the infected inmate.

Thanks
Hello To Whom it may concern,

I [redacted] here at MDC am sending this email out to notify the nurses of some rational symptoms I have been having. Which are very unlikely of me. I have been overly tired, down, exhausted. I have been having chills but no signs of fevers, mild headaches and from time to time nausea. I have lack of organs from shot wounds in the past. I lack a Spleen which is very important within the immune system. Please allow someone to see me immediately, I am high risk for the Corona Virus. Not saying I have it, but would love immediate care if I do end positive.
From: @inmatemessage.com
To: Inmate Work Assignment: na
Date: 3/13/2020 7:35 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To:

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
7e577402-a7bc-4516-a8de-ea0ff06130da
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I have a sore throat. Its a lot of that on the tier. Please help.
I would like to be check If I have the COVID-19 because I have flue like symptoms and I am scared.
Hello

As you know I have trouble of breathing, I have been scan but I dont have the results. One time you send me Ipratropium Bromide Nasal Solution 0.03% date 11/26/19 And this helps when I have my breathing crisis. But a few days ago this have been finish. With al this problems, the stress, the lockdowns I'm having again trouble with my lungs, what can you do for me.

Thanks for your understanding
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: MEDICAL
Date: 3/27/2020 9:20 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: MEDICAL
Inmate Work Assignment: [Redacted]

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
3561d17e-789c-4332-860c-1f3ceee7229c
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i would like to be seen please because lately my heart been hurting. alot of irradical palpitations. i sometimes sweat hot and cold at different times. i feel very weak and sleepy. my left hand sometimes gets numb.
hi disculpen si es posible revisarme de la presión me adolido la cabeza esta ultima semana y no me he sentido bien para ver si esta alta me puedan dar medicamento gracias.
From: [Redacted]@inmatemessage.com>
To: [Redacted]
Date: 3/27/2020 9:07 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: [Redacted]
Inmate Work Assignment: N/A

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
15fd596d-3534-42df-a008-2d4a6751bdcd
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

RECENTLY I HAVE BEEN SHORT OF BREATH I HAVENT RECEIVED MY ASTHAMA PUMP AND I REALLY NEED ONE ASAP THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME
Srs. Medical

Necesito ser atendido tengo una fuerte infección de garganta causándome un fuerte dolor llegando al nivel 8 de dolor al punto que ya no puedo ingerir mis alimentos y me ha dado fiebre por la noches ya he tomado medicamentos que venden en la comisaria pero ya no me hacen efecto tengo la garganta bastante irritada. Por favor necesito ser atendido no me gustaría pasar el fin de semana así ya llevo 5 días y no he visto mejoria alguna.

Gracias por su tiempo quedo pendiente de su respuesta.
i believe i have the symptoms of this covid-19 .... my body is soar and its getting weaker and weaker each day .... can i plz have someone see me
I'm in severe pain I'm waking up with migraines and my back and neck is hurting I need something for the pain
***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the
subject line.
849a6296-33c7-4512-ba95-7c7ba6af183c
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL
NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I need medical assistance I am in allot of pain
-----on 3/15/2020 8:48 AM wrote:
>
I need to go to the hospital I'm still in a lot of pain the tynenol pills are not doing anything for the pain at all
-----on 3/14/2020 8:12 AM wrote:
>
I need medical attention Im still in pain
-----on 3/13/2020 8:03 AM wrote:
>
I'm in severe pain I'm waking up with migraines and my back and neck is hurting I need something for the pain
I need medical attention Im still in pain

I'm in severe pain I'm waking up with migraines and my back and neck is hurting I need something for the pain
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: medical
Date: 3/15/2020 9:06 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: medical
Inmate Work Assignment: medical

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the
subject line.
71f1d808-747a-43d6-8579-6f1929969364
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL
NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I need to go to the hospital I'm still in a lot of pain the tynenol pills are not doing anything for the pain at all
----- on 3/14/2020 8:12 AM wrote:
>
I need medical attention I'm still in pain
----- on 3/13/2020 8:03 AM wrote:
>
I'm in severe pain I'm waking up with migraines and my back and neck is hurting I need something for the pain
To: medical
Inmate Work Assignment: medical

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
203ea8a5-d53f-49e5-9167-7a4f7f8c1a2d
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I am still in pain and need medical assistance
I can not sleep through the night cause of the pain in my back and my neck and I am having migraines
Dear Medical Department of MDC Brooklyn,
My throat, when I had gotten up today was irritating me a lot with a scratchy and dry feel to it and it is still ongoing. I hope you can call me as soon as possible to get it checked because it may be infected.

Thank You.
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment
Date: 3/17/2020 11:19 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: Inmate Work Assignment

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
78616486-1423-4f39-928b-e4209bb81db9
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I'm requesting to be seen by a medic regarding chest pain, sniffles and dry coughing... want to make sure I don't have any viral infection relating to coronavirus.. thank u
To: medical
Inmate Work Assignment: sick with symptoms

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
9cc1f192-ded4-4032-bc67-81fa95c40595
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i need to be seen and tested for the corona virus i feel all the symptoms as in fever, coughing, diaria , shortness of breath all types of sick this isnt no joke i need to be seen asap please and thank you
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Sick Call
Inmate Work Assignment: N/A

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
0390cc7e-bead-4289-9329-8f3759bc0b54
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I would like to be checked for COVID-19. I am a Diabetic with Asthma, High Blood Pressure, High Cholesterol, I’ve had a headache for 2 consecutive days it will not go away. I suffer from Migraines but this is not a Migraine. Please look into this serious matter ASAP for I am in the High Risk Category & if I contract COVID-19 it could be fatal.

Thank You
how are you i had a cold a few week ago i was never seen but now i have this cough like i am choking on spit and my chest and heart hurts when i am breathing
how are you i know i saw you today but it still feel like its hard for me to catch my breath please can i get a asthma pump my chewst is tight
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment
Date: 3/19/2020 8:36 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: Inmate Work Assignment

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
37e44c0f-970f-456d-8416-9d0b5afa1326
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

POR FAVOR NE SECITO ALGO PARA LA GARGANTA LA TENGO INRITADA GRASIAS
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: doctor
Date: 3/15/2020 8:19 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: doctor
Inmate Work Assignment: n/a

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
0d8bba6c-9925-4e8f-9361-08ef378f7121
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

keria por favor que me chekeara porque tengo tres días con un dolor de garganta muy fuerte y me ciento todo devil como mareado tembloroso y con mucho frio
From: @inmatemessage.com
To: doctor
Date: 3/16/2020 9:50 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: doctor
Inmate Work Assignment: n/a

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
daf532ba-101f-4d2b-b8b0-f7ef06ac321f
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

por favor necesito ver el doctor me siento muy mal me duele la cabeza me siento devil mareado cuando tueso me siento mas mareado tengo alergia en la nariz me duele la garganta atiendame por favor
To: doctor
Inmate Work Assignment: 

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
2aa0ccce-1321-43b2-b648-8a65161eddde
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

kiero que por favor me chekee que estos dias me esta doliendo mucho el pecho ahoy estava asiendo ejercicio y me agarro un dolor fuerte y casi no tenia respiracion gracias
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment: none
Date: 3/20/2020 8:51 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: Inmate Work Assignment: none

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
ecb8df85-e103-4caf-b29a-f7ca7566f36b
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i need precriptino of zertek,,,haveing bad allergys,,,headach,cough,runny nose
I have asthma and my pump been less effective. I've been having chest discomfort for 2 days and feel a lot of pressure on my chest like a piano on it.
my legs are swelling and I am getting tired and dizzy sometimes. Also having headaches, and I never have frequent headaches.
To: Sick call  
Inmate Work Assignment: N/A  

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.  
41c93019-b663-421f-9cff-ed87b54cec4b  
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Since last week Friday this has started.  
I have a fever or cold, my nose is stuffed making it hard to breath at night and causing headaches. When I sneeze I feel a sharp pain in my lower back, and now I feel a slight pain in my chest starting today or this morning.
Attn: To whom it may concern

Good morning. My name is [redacted] and this will be another request I am sending in regards to an ear infection that I have been experiencing for almost three weeks with no response from either Sick Call or Medical overall. Some recent examples of this infection in my right ear aside from loss of hearing and a consistency of brown-like discharge when cleaning my ear is an occasional soreness on the right side of my mouth, there is also trouble breathing sporadically on the right side of my body with slight pains here and there. In my assessment this is a result of the infection attempting to spread around, and with factual evidence suggesting that even a tooth infection can result in near-death experiences I was hoping to avoid something a lot more serious by simply sending messages in concerns to my health within a two-week range. I would truly appreciate if someone within this department can please help out before this situation results in worse symptoms. Thank you very much for your time and patience.

Regards,

[redacted]
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: N/A
Date: 3/30/2020 1:06 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: N/A
Inmate Work Assignment: N/A

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
32e4a7d4-2b39-40c1-b1cb-5b72a0c4b7f6
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I have been in MDC for months and I have a very bad back pain. Since long time ago I have problems with my 5 and 6 cervical vertebrae, and I have a horrible pain, I been having a lot of problems with my sleeping and head pain, I feel anxious.
Some times I fell like my heart is coming out of my ears.
Can you please help me with that.
Also i would like to know what's going on with the MRI i was scheduled for, did it get approved or denied? My headaches been getting a little worst and i really wanna get checked out about that please and thank you...
***Request to Staff***

To: sick call
Inmate Work Assignment

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.

0ff1dc33-db24-4e8a-a2f9-d32e6b9550d0

Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i don't feel good i am sneezing allot i have a runny nose body ache, headache, feels like a cold yet i have had it for the last 2 or 3 days
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: sick call
Date: 3/29/2020 11:34 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: sick call
Inmate Work Assignment: na

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
6cab134a-3074-477b-8254-f95b92112281
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i been caughing for a month waiting on sick call when im I going to see the DOCTOR? Not feeling good!
i had open heart surgery in august of 2018 i had bacterial endocarditis and need substancial repair and have off and on since been expeirancing sharp pains in my chest, and im not so sure i feel to well ive been short of breath and have chills followed emediately by hot flashes im supposed to be on all kinds of meds to keep my heart condition stabilized and have been on any of these med for a few monthes now i have been here since the and am headed for i was told yesterday that any inmate headed for their first destination in the bop are still moving and i fit that criterier and i also only have around monthes left my out date is i also have been connect to what the mayor and govenor have been saying about releasing non viliont offenders into the emiediat release programs and have heart and lung problems and i fit this criterier as well
To: health service
Inmate Work Assignment: n/a

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
28c1d2aa-2e03-497f-a949-09e8e9ba3f18
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

need check the diabetes please i feel cold but sude my body and my nails turn diferent dark please i need check de diabetes soon i need make the test
To: health department
Inmate Work Assignment: n/a

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
d1d65769-41b8-4e26-b611-1dfbed6736c3
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i need make the test for the diabities please my foot nails turn color dark and me sugar going down i feel going die because i feel like cold sweat all threw my body not feeling well
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: sick doctor
Inmate Work Assignment: n/a

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
ae4b3ae9-3982-4114-8228-397c5de78bbe
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I would like to be placed on the next sick call list because
I have head ache’s
runny nose
coughing
To: MD
Inmate Work Assignment: sick

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
12684035-cb9d-43dd-9073-0f296314666b
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I have a cough, and my nose is getting stiffed everyday, sometimes light sometimes heavy headaches I am getting, feeling fatigue, I have been feeling this way for 3 days, I am more concerned now because an inmate who came from [redacted] been coughing next to me for a week now, always sniffing sneezing, but they were checking his temp only
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: doctor
Date: 3/13/2020 10:50 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: doctor
Inmate Work Assignment: n/a

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
24693ff8-ff42-47e6-bca6-aa8fbf6054bd
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

c constantly having, nerve pains, stomach pains, sharp spasms, loss of appetite, head aches, lack of energy. Left foot rest on wheelchair is broken where my foot constantly falls. Need an egg crate cushion for my bed to prevent bed sores
To: Inmate Work Assignment: FLU

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
f7bb4eca-0710-40be-b8f1-23fbdbeb4073
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Please be advised since yesterday I have the cold and flue. I am stuffy and have a cold! With serious congestion. I could have hardly sleep last night because I was stuffy and it was affecting my breathing.

No fever or any other symptoms.

I also have a knot in my throat. I am requesting some cold and flue medicine.

Thank
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: 
Date: 3/29/2020 8:35 PM 
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: 
Inmate Work Assignment: N/A

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
5c7b508c-d7b9-4a21-aa01-c79528a377c4
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I have been suffering from a dry cough for about 10 days. I am concerned and would like to be checked. Two days ago I also felt a little bit of shortness of breath but I have no fever and no other issues. I would like to be checked out by medical. Thank you.
i am writng to you because i have been having a fever since last night. i had a cold sweat and i am feeling even worse this morning. My entire body aches right now as well. i would apprciate if i could be seen as soon as possible due to the situation with covid19. thank you
To: doctor
Inmate Work Assignment: none help out

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
f77f4968-1334-49bc-93c3-e46722e4fa14
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i need a asma pump i need one asap im having problem's breathing i dont have one as i came from and it stood in the when i was transfer today i woke up feeling out of breath i need one asap i have had this problem since a child plus i have a blood clog filter im siting down relax but im short of breath and my heart is pumping fast i told the officer and showed him my chest it is red please try to get me a pump right away, cuase when i get this and i dont use the pump it get's bad for me i start pumping faster and out side i have to be taken to the emergency room when i get this all im asking for is the pump i need atleast 2 or 3 pumpt's please
From: [Redacted]@inmatemessage.com>
To: [Redacted]
Date: 3/30/2020 6:06 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: doctor
Inmate Work Assignment: none help out

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
c9c4a5d5-c755-4353-9488-c5a712c5cd39
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i need a symbicort 84.5 it help's open up my bronio's i use it atleast 2 time's a day day n night and through out the day i use a ventolin or a blutron one which ever one is find the thing's is at home at time's i have to even use a niverlaizer for a few minute's or so cause if not i get a asthma attack in here i use the abultron one but i need a symbicort one as well to help me get me open please i've been asking to be seen since 2 week's ago i not only have asthma i have problem's with my kidney's and i have a blood clog filter do to my back sergory i fell from a forth floor and almost lost my life therefore my lung is not in the best stage that's why i use also my asthma pump i ran out as i was transfer here i was not able to bring it and since i had all thing's when i turn myself in i didn't bother for it but i dont have all thing's with me do to the transfer so please can i be seen or send me my pump's please i been having problem's catching my breath and im runing out of the pump i have already..

>>> [Redacted]@inmatemessage.com> 3/20/2020 2:34 PM >>>

To: doctor
Inmate Work Assignment: none help out

i need a asma pump i need one asap im having problem's breathing i dont have one as i came from and it stood in the when i was transfer today i woke up feeling out of breath i need one asap i have had this problem since a child plus i have a blood clog filter im siting down relax but im short of breath and my heart is pumping fast i told the officer and showed him my chest it is red please try to get me a pump right away, cuase when i get this and i dont use the pump it get's bad for me i start pumping faster and out side i have to be taken to the emergency room when i get this all im asking for is the pump i need atleast 2 or 3 pump't please
***Request to Staff***

To: Inmate Work Assignment  none but i help ou

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
080592d1-13e7-4624-882b-2e81cf2ac540
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

please or doctor i need to be seen do to my asthma i need a symbicort 84.5 m and a venrolin it's the one's i use out side and came in with when i turn myself in but in this transfer thing's were misplace i only have thee abultron one but im runing out of plus my breath is becoming hard to catch ive been asking to be seen for this and nothing out side is u like i can ask my family to send me record's of my doctor so u could see cause im asking and asking and i dont get called to medical for this i know there's a situation going on in the world corona thing and your department is busy but i just need my pumpt's so i can takecare of me i wont bother no more out side i would have to use a niverlaizer to catch myself like i just need them to pumpt's so i could walk and feel right im not doing nothing at time's cause since i dont have my pumpt's only one i dont want to amp myself up and i run out of air so i hope to see you soon thank you and sorry for the bother
I am currently having asthma related problems. shortness of breath and coughing. I think I need a nebulizer treatment. Thank you
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment: ??
Date: 3/26/2020 10:06 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To:
Inmate Work Assignment: ??

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
7f53b699-7b85-4838-b552-24468deace77

Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I SENT A SICK CALL OUT TO THIS DEPARTMENT ATLEAST A MONTH AGO AND STILL I HAVEN'T GOTTEN A RESPONSE DUE TO THE HEADACHES I BEEN HAVING. I NOW HAVE A COLD THAT I CAN'T GET RID OF FOR THE LAST 4-5 DAYS. MY MAIN CONCERN IS THE HEADACHES . I NEED TO SEE SOMEONE ASAP. I BEEN DEALING WITH THIS ISSUE FOR A MONTH NOW AND STILL HAVEN'T GOTTEN A RESPONSE.
To: Inmate Work Assignment: STILL WAITING

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
9d40e939-df02-43d2-989e-8cb701c4b2ed
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

STILL WAITING TO BE SEEN MY HEADACHES ARE STILL COMING ON AND OFF.
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Medical Services- Physician; Nurse Practitioner
Inmate Work Assignment: None

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
e4b63644-0a6d-4ccc-b9bb-47235aaeaeb7
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am writing to advise you that I am known to have a chronic medical illness- bronchial asthma, which I have been diagnosed to have since Age 6yrs. Further, I am known to have chronic hypertension. Currently, I am experiencing an acute flare in my bronchial asthma with symptoms such as: tightness in my chest, wheezing, difficulty in breathing and these symptoms have been made worse because of the cold air which blows in my room from the vent.

Please assist me urgently by evaluating my current medical state of well-being. I am very concerned that I would be a high risk candidate should I contract the Corona virus.

Respectfully,

BOP_SCR 378
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Medical doctor; Nurse practitioner
Inmate Work Assignment: None

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
8020151f-d049-4a5e-a980-112da00c516d
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Dear Sir/Madam,

I am writing you again to alert you to my history of Bronchial asthma. I am currently having symptoms of a flare and I am asking for an urgent appointment.

My symptoms include: tightness in my chest, difficulty breathing and persistent coughing.

I have tried to close the vent in my room to avoid the cold air affecting my breathing..... this has not helped.

Please please please assist me with my breathing problem. I am very concerned.

Respectfully,
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: doctors
Inmate Work Assignment: 

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
019e0a41-eb02-449a-8835-4371969a1b04
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

good morning, i have been having huge headaches and/or migrane..allergies and pain..also and i keep getting these rash on my arms and itchy feeling..please add me to the sick call list urgently.

thank you
im writting you because ever since my surgery for a bowel abstruction i been having shortness of breath and having a hard time catching it when i take in a deep breath i just wanna be look at so we can see what is going on. thank you for your time
I'M WRITING TO INFORM YOU THAT I AM HAVING A HARD TIME BREATHING, CHEST CONGESTION, COUGHING, FEELING WARM WHEN IT'S COLD AND COLD WHEN IT'S HOT.
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To:
Date: 3/28/2020 3:36 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: Nurses
Inmate Work Assignment: 

***ATTENTION***

I been feeling funny . My brethren feels off even after i use my asthma pump .
***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
c3076c3c-bed4-4d46-8458-f58b5565da39
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

YES I AM STILL HAVING THESE COMPLICATIONS

I'M WRITING TO INFORM YOU THAT I AM HAVING A HARD TIME BREATHING, CHEST CONGESTION, COUGHING, FEELING WARM WHEN IT'S COLD AND COLD WHEN IT'S HOT.
To: Medical  
Inmate Work Assignment: N/A  

***ATTENTION***  

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.  
17d8ef58-b6f9-4cef-a42a-45a209e6729c  
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.  

***Inmate Message Below***  

In big need of a check up, I have a severe sore throat for a few days now and nothing seems to make it feel better.  
Please help!
I am worried about some symptoms I am having. I have occasional chest pains and feel lightheaded and dizzy. I don't know what it causing it. My nose is also running and I get a little winded and out of breath. I don't think I have a fever, but I do feel hot and cold. I am concerned because of my pre-existing diabetes, so wanted to notify you and see what I should do.
TODAY IS THE SECOND DAY OF ME HAVING A STEADY MIGRAINE AND ALSO FEELING DIZZY OFF AND ON AND WEAK AT TIMES IM NOT SURE IF MY BLOOD PRESSURE IS HIGH BUT I HAVE BEEN FEELING VERY WARY AND IM CONCERNED WITH THIS VIRUS EPIDEMIC!!!I HAVE TAKEN MY BLOOD PRESSURE MEDICINE AND WE HAVE NOT WENT TO COMMISSARY FOR THE LAST 3 WEEKS SO I DONT HAVE ANY MEDICINE.
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: DOC
Date: 3/30/2020 2:51 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: DOC
Inmate Work Assignment: head pain

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
ddb7111c-c5fa-4068-b22d-82bf7ba1c9fb
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

hi
i have a pain in back of my head couples day
pls put me on out call list
thanks
need to check blood pressure. feeling blurry eyes and hard to breath. thankyou
To: doctors
Inmate Work Assignment: n/a

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
0435b8d4-b0c2-4620-8582-c314fa0656fb
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i have high blood pressure and asthma. hard to breath. high risk for me with out medical attention. thank you
To: doctors
Inmate Work Assignment: na

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
396e8afd-b273-491e-a8e5-03cab3ffec3
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

blood pressure is high, blurry vision AND hard to breath also nervous
To: Inmate Work Assignment: none

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
19ab848e-a533-4c51-a2b2-b69ca91a6611
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

havin been feelin well gotta bad cough need some cough medecine
From:  
To:  
Date:  3/30/2020 2:50 PM  
Subject:  ***Request to Staff***

To:  
Inmate Work Assignment: none

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
5a961fbb-568f-4a6a-a480-9dbe9e727e68
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

>  

>>>  

To:  
Inmate Work Assignment: none

havin been feelin well  gotta bad cough need some cough medecine
I have a bad sinus infection and infection in my throat. I cannot swallow and I am in a lot of pain. I need medication. I wrote sick call two weeks ago about the infected toe nail I have and was told that I am on the schedule. I have not been seen for weeks now. I am sick and cannot wait weeks this time. Please see me as soon as possible so I can get medication.
To: sick call
Inmate Work Assignment: n/a

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
87046d6b-79db-452d-91c0-793df56ccf14
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Im trying to get tested for Cora asap i keep coughing at night and a little sore throat.
bad headache
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To:  
Date: 3/26/2020 8:35 PM  
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To:  
Inmate Work Assignment: none

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
f7b8001b-560e-4b57-a6f0-30df6d6ca057
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i am writing because i am experiencing respiratory problems and im having trouble breathing. i need to see medical asap.
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment: none
Date: 3/30/2020 12:35 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
dee2abe6f-19d3-492a-9e3c-7dccc897de28b
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i am writing to inform you that i am having trouble breathing. i already brought my medical concern to your attention but i have not receive any respond. can you please put me in to see the medical department.
Hello

I have problems of breathing, At night Im having problems with my lungs, please i need to be scan
this is gunna be the last message i send to medical pertaining my left ear ive been in pain for 11 days already and now im feeling like im getting a fever and medical hasnt sent me down to check on me and now im feeling worse then ever and we been locked in for two day and ive been in a lot of pain now i have a fever im not sending anymore messages to u guys anymore this shit is incredible
i need a asthma pump iev been asking for almost a month and i be having trouble breathing
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment:
Date: 3/25/2020 8:20 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: Inmate Work Assignment:

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
c7a1bcf1-7971-46b3-bcb3-bdfdc229107

Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I NEED AN ASTHMA PUMP ASAP

----- on 3/20/2020 8:36 AM wrote:

>  

i need a asthma pump iev been asking for almost a month and i be having trouble breathing
I'm having major coughing problems. I'm coughing up blood. And having cranial pain. Please see me ASAP! Should I also submit this matter to further level.
i have a major problem am coughing and bleeding as well while am coughing, in wish is causing me a
terrible headache, i already reported this issue to the nurse and she is refusing to attended to my issue,
now i fear for my health condition, bc the medical staff those not want to attend to my needs.
tengo un problema grave de tos el cual me causa sangrado esta es la tercera ves que solicito atencion medica la cual aseta la fecha me esta siando negada.
im writing to see if you guys would be replacing my nasal spray with something else. Its been told to me that you guys do not let the nasal spray that i had in to the facility, so i need to know what will be replacing the nasal spray. The nasal spray is something i really really need. Its hard for me to breath at night without using the spray. So please i beg you guys can some one please let me know what can be done. thank you i really appreciate it.
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: medical
Inmate Work Assignment: na

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
1dfa8e97-7926-4ed7-a8b8-545387d5d8db
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

had a slight headache for 3 days now and i believe im getting a sty in my eye for the same 3 days
I have a sore throat, I need to see a doctor, I have trouble swallowing.
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment: n/a
Date: 3/21/2020 1:36 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: Inmate Work Assignment: n/a

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
1b0ea544-5e08-4a56-9751-e693c418472a
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I have breathing problem,sore troat, I had cancer,weakened immunue system and lymph nodes removed.
I am still sick and its getting worse. I might have a temperature as well. Might be the flu.

Hello I am not feeling well.

My throat is hurting me when i swallow, and i have a stuffy/runny nose. No cough or sneezing just yet but I think Im coming down with something. I also believe I have a fever. It started last night. They run the AC up on the floor constantly and I think that caused my sickness but i do not know. With everything going around nowadays im not sure what it is but Id like to be safe vs sorry.

Thanks for your attention to this matter.
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment: sick sick
Date: 3/30/2020 7:34 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To:
Inmate Work Assignment: sick sick

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
b141022c-2a66-4bb7-84fb-8eb3bf668af
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Im sick i have couph and a runny knose.
From: 91281054@inmatemessage.com
To: NONE
Date: 3/17/2020 5:50 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
8feb6406-0cce-4ba7-ba5b-1e9f097a4900
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

My ear is worry me at night serious affect the right side give me too much headaches everyday at night i can sleep very well
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: none
Inmate Work Assignment: ear

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
df4c0f7b-3888-4537-9a5d-ad017aa4d14f
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Just to update you regarding my ear is affecting right ear now again I cant hear very well every night I can sleep given me too much headaches
From:  
To: medical
Inmate Work Assignment: 

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
19789bbf-a236-43de-a978-56b6366e6bf2
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I've been having fevers and headaches off and on since Monday. The fevers would last overnight, and also some difficulties breathing. I'm a little concerned and want to see if I can get a check up.
No identifiable information provided in the document.
I now have a runny nose, sore throat and I am coughing. Should I take something? TY.
I really need to be seen because of my sore throat, nose, and forehead.
To: Inmate Work Assignment: possible coronavirus?

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.

40ed9144-3ce1-4255-b999-bf631db42ab9

Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I've been experiencing symptoms of coughing, headache, runny nose, stuffy nose, fatigue for the past two weeks. It may just be a lingering cold but with this coronavirus going around, you never know.
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment: none
Date: 3/30/2020 3:07 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To:

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
f082b75a-fd51-4a6b-8c84-bc199af3cb98
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i am having trouble breathing and i am experiencing bad headaches i need to see a nurse
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment: None
Date: 3/30/2020 6:35 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
2bf9a26b-f2f9-4c13-84b8-8fe9d078749b
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I AM HAVING BAD CHEST PAINS AND IM HAVING A HARD TIME BREATHING I PUT IN A SICK CALL EARLIER TODAY, I FIGURE WITH THE COVID-19 GOING AROUND I WOULD BE A PRIORITY, I HAVE CONTACTED MY LAWYERS
I was shot a year ago and I had a chest tube and I'm having shortness of breath
To: doctor

Inmate Work Assignment: feeling sick

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
7b0e0456-9fb2-43cb-9f76-a987d9c5bd7b
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i been sick for 2 days dont feel good at all running noise and coughing and i got this growth on my back that gives me pain can someone please come see me i been up 2 days blowing my noise
From: @inmatemessage.com
To: Medical
Date: 3/24/2020 1:50 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: Medical
Inmate Work Assignment: NA

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
1c15ccae-c3a5-485a-bce6-c02db6c88b92
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Hello

Im having problems of breathing, and I dont have more medicine, I need a refill of Proventil HFA, ASAP

Thanks
im still having the health prblom its getting worse wen i seen the nurse i was told nothing is going to happened untill i got to the jail im going unfurtuntlly its not going to be for a while i would like to get treated its getting worse i cant sleep at night without having alot of pain the rash is all over my body it burns it itches im having hard time breathing its a life threathing problem if theres nothing that can be done here i dont kno what to do thank u

>>> @inmatemessage.com> 3/4/2020 12:42 PM >>>
To: whom it may concern
Inmate Work Assignment: any

i have a serious health problem and it can turn into life threathing if it doesnt get taken care of i was suppose to see a speaciliest at my last jail i was at the rash is coming all over my body again and im also having chest problems and wen i piss the last 2 times blood came out the medicine im taking isnt helping at all
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Nurse
Inmate Work Assignment: N/A

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
7502978d-aaa8-4e4c-a817-2058e314ecdc
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Good Morning, I'm writing about my hemorrhoid cream and also I need my asthma inhaler because the air has been cut off and its hard to breath at night some times. The nasal spray I have helps a bit, but its not as good when the air in the cells are limited. Thank you for your time..
To: MEDICAL
Inmate Work Assignment: HEART PROBLEM

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.

255bf492-4373-4106-9a38-3e9a44fa1704

Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I FEEL VERY SHORT OF BREATH AND I HAVE PINCHES IN MY HEART ALL DAY
I write to inform you that this staph infection is still here on my penis and it's only got worse, the Double Antibiotic isn't working. Also the lymph nodes in my neck are spreading. Someone please help. I'm also having problems with my breathing...
To: anyone at this point  
Inmate Work Assignment: none

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
36c72db3-3353-48df-8d27-512825ae559a
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i have been trying to bring to someones attention but no one is paying attention to my complaints. my allergies have been getting worse and i have been asking for a refill of mometasone nasal spray. i am now having some difficulty breathing but i have been patient now i am extremely uncomfortable. practicing such as this goes way above and beyond the definition of neglect. i need to see someone as soon as possible instead of having someone walk away from my door when i try to speak to them.
still having difficulty breathing. allergy and asthma. what else do i have to do communicate this problem?
been asking for refill of mometasone nasal spray for over a month. facial pain, blood tinged discharge pressure, post nasal drip, headache shortness of breath getting worse. anxiety is getting worse being locked in and not getting any help.
To: medical
Inmate Work Assignment: na

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
c654fecd-2e88-407c-87e2-cec9ec578792
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i wrote yall over a week ago telling you ive had a persistant cough now im congested and have developed a persistant headach... i need to ne seen please
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: M.D.
Date: 4/8/2020 9:20 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: M.D.
Inmate Work Assignment: na

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
3756f985-3856-4f0c-a1e3-df3f42c53c1c
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Could I please be seen? I have been smothering at times. Can't get proper oxygen for some reason. Don't have any sickness or symptoms, but had lung surgery before coming to prison, and lung capacity is diminished. I had a full panic attack and half passed out yesterday mornin'! Also, need to see doc about my Oxcarbazepine. No refills left and coming due. I have been on it for a few years now and it is essential. Thanks for your time and consideration.
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: M.D.
Date: 4/13/2020 2:36 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: M.D.
Inmate Work Assignment: na

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
f09f8bd-7712-47c6-9bb3-e78c5068489e
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I put one sick call in to no avail. I am having trouble breathing and getting good oxygen. I wake up having breathing issues and go to bed with the same. I had lung surgery in 2006, and my capacity so compromised as it is. I was referred to psych, and not taken seriously by the doc. I am NOT a whiner and there is an issue here. Could it please be addressed or at the least well documented that I tried? Thanks for your time and consideration.
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment: N/A
Date: 3/31/2020 2:35 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
07e804fa-cfe4-49ea-b2dc-716041cd5a59
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

HOW ARE YOU DOING I BEEN HAVING CHEST PAINS AND SHORTNESS OF BREATHS WHEN I WAS HOME MY DOCTOR TOLD ME I HAVE A ENLARGED HEART CAN YOU GET ME CHECKED PLEASE
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment: N/A
Date: 3/31/2020 2:36 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: [66466cec-f281-4f19-a0ff-0e5720344a14]
Inmate Work Assignment: N/A

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
66466cec-f281-4f19-a0ff-0e5720344a14
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I GET LIGHT HEADED........AND WHEN I AM SLEEPING I HAVE A HARD TIME BREATHING WHEN I AM GOING TO SLEEP
how are you i keep having chest pains and hard breathing when i was home i went to the doctor because i would feel like i dont breath sometimes while i sleep and i would jump up the doctor checked my heart and told me that i have a enlarged heart i want to know can you check my chest out or for covid-19 or something i been using the asthma pump as well
how are you when i did surgery in december getting my apendix removed i have a knot in side of my stomach and when i lay down and touch it it is painful u told me i will be seen after you examined it i am still waiting also i would like for you to get me a chest heart x-ray when i was home i was told i had a enlarged heart and other problems i think thats why i be having a hard time breathing u told me i am on the list when am i getting seen for anything?
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment:
Date: 4/3/2020 3:36 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
18d49b85-61d3-46ce-a2f7-d334f641d028
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

POR FAVOR NE SECITO LAS PASTILLAS PARA LOS DOLORES DE CABEZA Y EL LAXANTE PARA USAR EL BANO TANVIEN LAS PASTILLAS PARA LOS GASES DEL ESTOMAGO
From: @inmatemessage.com
To: [redacted]
Date: 4/7/2020 12:49 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: [redacted]
Inmate Work Assignment: [redacted]

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
ef29ca8b-0d9f-4df8-8801-8d239d0ab464
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

LAS PASTILLAS PARA EL DOLOR DE CABEZA Y ESPARDE POR FAVOR YA NO AGUANTO MAS
PARA EL DILIR DE CABESA YA NO AGUANTO MAS EL DOLOR
estos días me estado doliendo mucho el pecho y me cuesta respirar un poco chekeeme por favor
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment: Na
Date: 4/2/2020 2:06 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
a0c6c338-ed5f-42ef-ab46-2727a0752506
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I'm experiencing shortness of breath .... I suffer from asthma Please call me out to sick to check on me thank you.
To: doctor  
Inmate Work Assignment: N/A  

***ATTENTION***  
Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.  
9c452b38-3a0e-48b9-828c-9a535dfca0cf  
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.  

***Inmate Message Below***  

I HAVE ASTMA AND I'M HAVING TROUBLE BREATHINING, AND I NEED BREATHING TREATMENT.
To: medcal

Inmate Work Assignment: none

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
6a27b16a-aab2-4f46-95b4-e888b9489ec4
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i been having bad headaches chest tightening plus chills i need to be seen asap i hope i dont have the virvus im a dibete
From: @inmatemessage.com
To:  
Date: 3/30/2020 7:36 PM  
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To:  
Inmate Work Assignment: n/a  

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.

aa5d27e7-beea-4295-b715-2e4443ccb1a5

Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i needa refilof my medications and i am having breathing problems
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: 
Date: 4/1/2020 12:19 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: 
Inmate Work Assignment: N'A

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
78867847-4260-4eb2-bac1-d211c8675515
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I NEED MY MEDICATION REFILLED ITS BEEN DAYS THAT I HAVE BEEN WITHOUT AND IVE BEEN REQUESTING TO SEE MEDICAL FOR MY BREATHING PROBLEMS
To: Medical  
Inmate Work Assignment: N/A  

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
e381ea33-72b9-43c5-9d1a-a969d4ef1115  
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

My asthma is acting up, I am having problems breathing in the cell's recycled air. I need my inhaler.
IM WRITING TO YOU TODAY BECAUSE I HAVE ASTHMA & IT HAVE BEEN BOTHERING ME FOR THE PAST 2 DAYS I WAKE UP WEZING & SWEATING FOR THE LAST 2 DAYS
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment
Date: 4/13/2020 12:50 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
6d2eeef2-5330-43d5-9b42-8975d047a9cb
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i need to see the doctor ai fell bad headache and chest pain
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment: help out
Date: 4/3/2020 11:07 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To:

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
0128235d-2f03-4511-b278-25c164cc4f9e
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

thank you for the albusot pump i hope i need the symblicort you said i'll see you monday i guess i'll wait till monday please mr gerson cause i've been waiting for a while and my chest is not at best with out it i be having problem's catching my breath with out it
senores creo tener el virus ,covy 1.tengo los sintomas,como,escalofrios,mucho dolor de cabeza,,toser,estornudar ,y picason en toda mi cara.
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: 
Date: 4/13/2020 12:20 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: 
Inmate Work Assignment: n/a

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
31d30955-b8de-4a5c-8697-58810b5d6eea
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

the chest pain that started in jus my chest now when it comes its goin thru my chest dwn my back upper bck on my right side up my neck to my temple it feels like a sharp like elctrical feelin tightening feeling i get short of breathe when it comes when is this situation going to be addressed im trying to wait this covid 19 thing out but i think i really need to see the cardiologist asap
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: MEDICAL
Inmate Work Assignment: N/A

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
511c9e58-1845-42ac-9299-91947efe1949

Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I BEEN HAVING A COUGH AND IT BEEN A MONTH ALREADY AND IT DON'T WANT TO GO AWAY IA M GETTING SCARE CUSS ITS GETTING WORSE AND I STARED TO HAVE BACK PAIN AND MUSCLE PAIN I CAN SLEEP AND WENT I COUGH IT HURT TO DO THE IT HURT SO BAD PLEASE I NEED TO BE SEEN, SAP THANK U
***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
ed7373ac-f7af-4b61-b312-b51407bbf66e

Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i am putting this sick call in regards to my reaccuring tighteness of my chest , drowsiness ,exsisting cough and my running nose also shortness of breath at times for while i have not been feeling well so may you please come check on me at once thank you! have a nice day
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: DOCTOR
Inmate Work Assignment: HEADACHE

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
27e65443-6674-4906-a29e-875f95c97e6d

Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I'VE BEEN HEADACHES FOR THE PASS COUPLE OF DAYS NOW.
still having severe headaches and now shortness of breathe
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To:  
Date: 3/31/2020 2:36 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To:  
Inmate Work Assignment: none

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
d5a31def-8b63-489a-a7cf-6877e4a7b707
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

there are not cough meds at the commissary, as per medical department of corrections the medical department should have to provide me with the medical care and the needed medication for my medical problem, OR I NEED TO KNOW IF I HAVE TO SUBMIT THIS MATTER TO FURTHER LEVEL.

>

>>>

@inmatemessage.com> 3/17/2020 11:40 AM

To:  
Inmate Work Assignment: none

tengo un problema grave de tos el cual me causa sangrado esta es la tercera ves que solicito atencion medica la cual aseta la fecha me esta siando negada.
To: Doctor
Inmate Work Assignment: Covid Test

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
70350136-8fea-4ccf-bcdc-5e49822bd6ff
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I have all the symptoms since April 1st
desde hace 8 días sentí un dolorcito de garganta y se me quito y me empezó un dolor de esplada en la parte alta de los omoplatos el cual hasta el día de hoy sigue, sumado con una gastritis muy fuerte, y ayer empecé a sentir malestar general y como dificultad para respirar, necesito de su colaboración por favor.

gracias.
buenos días, sigo con el dolor en mi espalda fuerte a la altura de los pulmones, siento como una punsada seguida como si tuviera orugas o sea un calambre, cuando me acuesto me cuesta respirar, y siento malestar general en todo el cuerpo, acompañado de diarrea, ya son casi 10 días con el dolor en el estómago sumado hace 6 5 días a la opresión en la espalda y ay se suma la diarrea por favor le suplico que me atiendan mil gracias.
buenos días, por favor requiero de su atención médica, mi síntomas siguen y han aumentado el dolor de la espalda sigue muy fuerte a la altura del pulmón y ya se ha extendido al costado de las costillas, siento como un calambre y escalofríos por todo el cuerpo, cuando me acuesto no puedo respirar bien y esto no me a dejado dormir, aparte no tengo apetito para comer ayer que fui a trabajar a la cocina mi jefe me llevo al médico y no me revisaron, que debo de hacer para poder que me ayuden con mi malestar por favor necesito un médico. muchas gracias por su atención
To: doctor

Inmate Work Assignment: 

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
e15d7330-f3fe-4106-80bd-7567df85201b

Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i have a back pain and chest pain please i would like to get checked i cant breath well my whole body be hurting please i would like to be checked i have 12 days telling staff and no one do anything for me

BOP_SCR 848
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment: na
Date: 4/3/2020 2:07 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
2272d970-05e3-4870-bed8-78b6eaae8e98
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I been having these side effects Sore throat, Stuffy Nose, shortness of Breath and tightness around my chest area for 3 days now
Dr,

I have been suffering from a massive sinus infection for the past week. I have thick yellow and light green discharges laced with blood. I have also had muscle pains (back and arms) and now headaches. I would like to be put on an antibiotic to relieve my sinus pain please. It took me a while to have access to a computer to send this sick call in.

Thank you.
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To:
Date: 4/11/2020 1:34 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: MEDICAL
Inmate Work Assignment:

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
8aa22562-bf3f-4789-b5a7-505b29b90b1d

Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

SORRY FOR BOTHERING, BUT I'VE BEEN WAITING FOR MY ASTHMA PUMP BECAUSE IM SHORT ON BREATH, I SAW THE NURSE [REDACTED], AND SHE TOLD ME THAT SHE WOULD PUT THE ORDER IN FOR ME, SHE IS A GREAT NURSE AND I KNOW SHE DID HER PART..IM NOT COMPLAINING ABOUT HER, I JUST NEED MY PUMP FOR THE NIGHT TO BECAUSE IT GETS REALLY HOT IN THE CELLS AT NIGHT AND I CAN BREATH AT TIMES UNTIL THOSE DOORS ARE OPEN, I FEEL LIKE SOMEONE IS SITTING ON TOP OF MY CHEST..ONLY WHEN I GET FRESH AIR, I FEEL MUCH BETTER. I USE ABURTROL,PLEASE HELP ME WITH THE PROBLEM, BECAUSE I DON'T WANT TO DIE IN HERE PLEASE, I BEG YOU, I ALSO HAD SURGERY ON MY KIDNEYS AND MY SPLING,I WAS SHOT IN 2003,AND IN A COMA FOR A FEW MONTHS, AND MY HEART AND STOMACH HAS BEEN ACTING UP AT TIMES..THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME..GOD BLESS YOU AND YOUR FAMILIES..PLEASE SEND ME THE ASTHMA PUMP PLEASE..MY MEDICAL RECORDS ARE LISTED ON YOUR COMPUTER, AND I WAS A TRAUMA PATIENCE @ [REDACTED], IT WAS (SURGERY TEAM 1) WAS THE SURGENT..I HAD A COLOSTOMY ON MY STOMACH, AND I WASN'T ABLE TO USE THE BATHROOM WITHOUT IT FOR ABOUT A YEAR..I WASN'T EVEN ABLE TO HOLD DOWN FOOD AS WELL..I WOULD CONSTANTLY THROUGH UP THE FOOD EVERY TIME I ATE..I JUST STARTED GETTING A LITTLE BETTER ABOUT A YEAR AND A HALF AGO. THEY SAID I WOULD BE ABLE TO WALK FOR AT LEAST 5 YEARS WHICH THEY WERE WRONG, WHEN I CAME OUT OF THE HOSPITAL, I HAVE ALWAYS HAD PROBLEMS WITH MY LUNGS AND MY LIVER, AND OF COURSE ASTHMA..SO PLEASE NOTE ALL OF THIS PLEASE..IT SHOULD ALREADY BE IN MY FILES, BUT THAT WAS THE PACIFIC OF MY MEDICAL HISTORY, I WAS IN (ICU)THE WHOLE TIME,THATS MY TRUE AND HONEST STORY,I WAS ALSO PLACE IN A HEAT SENSITIVE DORM [REDACTED] BECAUSE OF HOW BAD MY ASTHMA WAS AT THE TIME

BOP_SCR 863
From: [email protected]@inmatemessage.com>
To:
Date: 3/31/2020 8:20 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To:
Inmate Work Assignment: none

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
03a3f8f4-605f-4a54-8188-fbaa413643a2
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

please read forwarded message
-----[REDACTED] D on 3/30/2020 6:30 PM wrote:
>

I AM HAVING BAD CHEST PAINS AND IM HAVING A HARD TIME BREATHING I PUT IN A SICK CALL EARLIER TODAY, I FIGURE WITH THE COVID-19 GOING AROUND I WOULD BE A PRIORITY, I HAVE CONTACTED MY LAWYERS
On the 8th I was experiencing dizziness and a really bad headache and then began to smell gas and ended up falling asleep. Later that evening I could still smell gas coming through the vent. I mad this known to staff in that evening who laughed it off and replied they're burning rubber outside. I then felt like my heart was racing and hit the emergency call button which has since been turned off from the 8th. Several people have since tried to get the attention for issues and could not reach staff this is a concern cause had it been a life or death issue help would've never came. I don't take my health lightly or jokingly and would hope staff here would take it serious as well. Seeing ____ in the unit several times I've called to him and have been ignored I don't know what else to do.
Yes it has resolved im feeling better i was just worried because i heard there was a case of corona virus on [redacted] and i have asthma but it looks like my immune system was able to kill whatever cold virus was giving me trouble thanks :)

>>> [redacted] 3/19/2020 10:23 AM >>>

To: Inmate Work Assignment: possible coronavirus?

ive been experinicing symtoms of coughing, headache, runny knose, stuffy knose, fatigue for the past two weeks it may just be a lingering cold but with this coronavirus going around you never know.
Please I would like to see the Doctor soon. I have Fiver and could for almost 5 days.

I need medicine or check on my Please

thank you.
SICK CALL REQUEST FORM

DATE: 4/26/2020

NAME: [Redacted]

REG#: [Redacted]

COMPLAINT: I am writing because for about 2 weeks now my asthma has been bothering me. And my chest is tight and breathing light to where I have to stay by vent in cell. I need an asthma pump.

PAIN SCALE: (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

HOW LONG HAVE YOU HAD THIS PROBLEM? (WRITE NUMBERS NOT AN X SIGN)

14 DAYS _______ MONTHS _______ YEARS

INMATE SIGNATURE: [Redacted]
SICK CALL REQUEST FORM

DATE: 4.27.2020

NAME

REG#:

COMPLAINT: I am writing because I've seen medical on April 15th and let it be known that I have asthma and it's not on my medical record here. My asthma is bothering me, and I need a pump for my asthma because my breathing is becoming tight. Chest pains and I have been having asthma attacks thinking it was anxiety.

HOW LONG HAVE YOU HAD THIS PROBLEM? (WRITE NUMBERS NOT AN X SIGN)

15 Days __________ MONTHS __________ YEARS __________

INMATE SIGNATURE: __________________________
I am very dizzy.
Chest congestion.
My nose is black every night. I can not breathe.
I don't taste in my mouth.
I am coughing.

Please.
I want to see a doctor.

Thanks.
SICK CALL REQUEST FORM

DATE: 4/29/20

NAME: [redacted]

REG#: [redacted]

COMPLAINT:
My chest/heart has been hurting. I have to lay on the left side of my body - my breath has been shortening. I thought it was stress, but when I work at [redacted] I can't complete my usual tasks before I get dizzy. Something is wrong with me - I need medical attention.

PAIN SCALE: (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

HOW LONG HAVE YOU HAD THIS PROBLEM? (WRITE NUMBERS NOT AN X SIGN) 2 WEEKS

14 DAYS _______ MONTHS _______ YEARS

INMATE SIGNATURE: [redacted]
DATE: 4/24/20

NAME: 

REG#: 

COMPLAINT: I am having real bad chest pains, sometimes it's hard to breath and I'm having trouble urinating.

PAIN SCALE: (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

HOW LONG HAVE YOU HAD THIS PROBLEM? (WRITE NUMBERS NOT AN X SIGN)

4 DAYS _____ MONTHS _____ YEARS

INMATE SIGNATURE: 

SICK CALL REQUEST FORM

DATE: 04/25/20

NAME: [Redacted]

REG#: [Redacted]

COMPLAINT: really bad chest pains don't know if it came from here or the other side

PAIN SCALE: (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

HOW LONG HAVE YOU HAD THIS PROBLEM? (WRITE NUMBERS NOT AN X SIGN)

3 DAYS ___ MONTHS ___

INMATE SIGNATURE: [Redacted]
SICK CALL REQUEST FORM

DATE: 04/20/2020

NAME: [Redacted]

REG#: [Redacted]

COMPLAINT: I sent a cop out on Friday stating I have chest pain and that my asthma was kicking in and need a pump. I'm still in slight pain. I been taking Albuterol 10 mg - HFA at home the brand was Advair.

PAIN SCALE: (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

HOW LONG HAVE YOU HAD THIS PROBLEM? (WRITE NUMBERS NOT AN X SIGN)

_______ DAYS _______ MONTHS _______ YEARS

INMATE SIGNATURE: [Redacted]
SICK CALL REQUEST FORM

DATE: 4/28/2020
NAME: [Redacted]
REG#: [Redacted]

COMPLAINT: My Asthma has been bothering me a lot lately and I really need a pump for my asthma. My chest has been tight and my lungs burning, catching sharp pains in my back, and I use inhalers and need one please.

PAIN SCALE: (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 [Redacted]

HOW LONG HAVE YOU HAD THIS PROBLEM? (WRITE NUMBERS NOT AN X SIGN)

16 DAYS _____ MONTHS _____ YEARS

INMATE SIGNATURE: [Redacted]
SICK CALL REQUEST FORM

DATE: 4/27/20

NAME: [BLACKED OUT]

PAIN SCALE: (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

COMPLAINT: I have been having very bad chest pains for days.

HOW LONG HAVE YOU HAD THIS PROBLEM? (WRITE NUMBERS NOT AN X SIGN)

8 DAYS 0 MONTHS 0 YEARS

INMATE SIGNATURE: [BLACKED OUT]
SICK CALL REQUEST FORM

DATE: 4/28/00

NAME: [Blacked out]

REG#:

COMPLAINT: I do not feel well esp. with all that is going on with my health. I have stomach upset problems and various other things. The high level of stress is not helping. I feel something is not right in my chest.

PAIN SCALE: (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Can I please see [Blacked out] a doctor as soon as possible.

Thank you and my God bless each of you.

HOW LONG HAVE YOU HAD THIS PROBLEM? (WRITE NUMBERS NOT AN X SIGN)

_______ DAYS _______ MONTHS _______ YEARS

INMATE SIGNATURE: [Blacked out]
SICK CALL REQUEST FORM

DATE: 05/03/20

NAME: 

REG# 

COMPLAINT: I need to see the doctor. I have a lot of back pain. I also need (RANITINE) pills. I also need (ACETAMINOPHEN). Thank you. I also need pills to go to the bathroom and evacuate.

PAIN SCALE: (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

HOW LONG HAVE YOU HAD THIS PROBLEM? (WRITE NUMBERS NOT AN X SIGN)

2 DAYS 4 MONTHS YEARS

INMATE SIGNATURE: 

CONFIDENTIAL
BOP SCR 975
A device utilize to treat my unbearable pain located in my lower back as well as my upper shoulder... Please be advised that I am a victim of a prison related accident and medical attention at this time will determine my fate regarding my ability to walk. And the significant importance of further treatment options I have been clearly determined. The Metropolitan Detention Center does not meet the requirements to ensure our safety and well being! Therefore civil litigation procedures will be taken at this time...

I hereby request a copy of any and all sick call requests submitted and documented for the duration of the previous 7 months. I have been incarcerated here at the "MDC B-Brooklyn" Failure to provide me with the enclosed mentioned will result in a Internal Affairs Investigation.
SICK CALL REQUEST FORM

DATE: 4/29/20

NAME: [Redacted]

REG#:

COMPLAINT: Chest pain, tightening in chest, hard to breath at times; sharp pain

PAIN SCALE: (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5(6) 7 8 9 10

HOW LONG HAVE YOU HAD THIS PROBLEM? (WRITE NUMBERS NOT AN X SIGN)

3 DAYS __ MONTHS __ YEARS

INMATE SIGNATURE: [Redacted]
TO: (Name and Title of Staff Member)  DATE: 5-4-2020
FROM: [Redacted]  NAIL/REF NO: [Redacted]
WORK ASSIGNMENT: [Redacted]  UNIT: [Redacted]

SUBJECT: (Briefly state your question or concern and the solution you are requesting. Continue on back, if necessary. Your failure to be specific may result in no action being taken. If necessary, you will be interviewed in order to successfully respond to your request.)

Necesito un chequeo medico por favor. Me duele el pecho por las noches y no puedo dormir. Queses me duele la cabeza y me duelen los mareos. Gracias por su atencion. Thank you.

God Bless you

(Do not write below this line)

DISPOSITION:

Signature Staff Member

Date

Record Copy - File; Copy - Inmate
(This form may be replicated via WP)  This form replaces BP-148.070 dated Oct 86 and BP-S148.070 APR 94

CONFIDENTIAL  BOP_SCR 1194
TO: (Name and Title of Staff Member)  
FROM: [Redacted]  
WORK ASSIGNMENT: NA  
DATE: 5-5-2020

SUBJECT: (Briefly state your question or concern and the solution you are requesting. Continue on back, if necessary. Your failure to be specific may result in no action being taken. If necessary, you will be interviewed in order to successfully respond to your request.)

I am in severe pain daily in muscles and joints, particularly in neck, shoulders, and legs. Did you get my test results because I have been out? Asking, I'm really feeling desperate and hopeless lately and also some bouts with my breathing.

(Do not write below this line)

DISPOSITION:

Signature Staff Member

Date

This form replaces BP-148.070 dated Oct 86 and BP-S148.070 APR 94

CONFIDENTIAL
SICK CALL REQUEST FORM

DATE: 05/05/20

NAME: [Redacted]

REG#: [Redacted]

COMPLAINT: I have chest pain and lower back pain. I had the flu and all started at the same time and having problem breathing.

PAIN SCALE: (circle one) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

HOW LONG HAVE YOU HAD THIS PROBLEM? (WRITE NUMBERS NOT AN X SIGN)

2 DAYS MONTHS YEARS

INMATE SIGNATURE: [Redacted]
I need to please see medical. I been having chest pain since last night. I been up all night worried sick.
To: chest pains
Inmate Work Assignment: none

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
fa900caf-e822-4abe-8697-fa47dce52a4
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

for the past week ive been having sharp chest pains, coming and going progresivelley getting worse. Sometimes making hard to catch breath.
From: [Redacted]@inmatemessage.com
To: [Redacted]
Date: 5/4/2020 9:06 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: chest pains
Inmate Work Assignment: None

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
ba771904-a42a-4f27-a2d7-99eb25c781a5
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Still having chest pains that feel like stabbing pain during the day and night. Sometimes making it hard to breathe. Finger tips on left hands tingle and go numb.
To: Chest pain and Cough  
Inmate Work Assignment: none

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.  
483b3b47-74ff-4e09-95a6-503bfac78dc3
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I've been having the same chest pain now for a little over a week, Chest pain feels like stabbing pains and causes me to lose my breathe and my fingertips to "tingle" and feel numb. Also now developed a cough and its a dry cough.
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Medical
Inmate Work Assignment

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
1fa04180-1680-43a1-b70b-e404ed60c47b
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I been having this light cough that will not go away for about 4-6 weeks now. I am hot and cold at night. I need medicine for this.

thank you.
To: Medical
Inmate Work Assignment: 

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
4ae25ad6-9485-4e39-99a1-14e69ccee2298
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I been taking cold medicine from commissary for the last 6 weeks. I am not getting better. I go from hot to cold. Its feel like a fever. I need something much stronger than what is sold at commissary.

To: Medical
Inmate Work Assignment: 

I been having this light cough that will not go away for about 4-6 weeks now. I am hot and cold at night. I need medicine for this.

thank you.
To: anyone
Inmate Work Assignment: none

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
424ec4f6-8822-4434-9a6a-5d29c4140ff3
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

still having problems breathing and sinus infection has returned. using puffer 3 times daily because of asthma and postnasal drip. today my sugar was 430. that kind of tells you that im sick?????? i have been patiently waiting since the beginning of march to have this be correctly tended to. this was simple primary care medicine that we are talking about here. i have to make my lawyer aware.
To: sick call  
Inmate Work Assignment: [ ]

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.  
9f1a4b29-195e-4df1-9293-0b46dd028664  
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i wrote 3 sick calls and i still have not seen any one its been about a month now my right knee is in pain and locked up on me and i have a rash on my forehead i been have in bad migraines or headaches but the headaches went away but my right leg is in pain and the left side of my leg feel like little needles and poke in my skin
From: [HIDDEN]@inmatemessage.com>
To: [HIDDEN]
Date: 5/1/2020 12:50 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: [HIDDEN]
Inmate Work Assignment: [HIDDEN]

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
c2366e6e-b12f-400c-8dea-efb766fafde2
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Buenas tardes, pero la comisaria es hasta dentro de 15 días y ahí no venden acetaminophen, q hago mientras tanto, ya tengo de nuevo fiebre y escalofrio???????....Graciassssss

>>> ~^!"@inmatemessage.com> 5/1/2020 10:22 AM >>>
To: [HIDDEN]
Inmate Work Assignment: [HIDDEN]

Buenos días, si fuera tan amable de enviarme el complemento del tratamiento que me envío el... son 21 de Acetaminophen 325 MG, solo me han enviado para 7 días y ya ayer se me acabo, hoy tengo de nuevo fiebre y escalofrio...Le agradezco lo q pueda hacer para colaborarme...
From: [Redacted]@inmatemessage.com>
To: ...
Date: 5/2/2020 8:05 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: [Redacted]
Inmate Work Assignment: na

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
5b09fc69-2daf-4432-80e1-d8398a3e395a
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

hello this is [Redacted]n im requesting to be seen by a doctor.my chest hurts n i need to be seen.this is not right at all.ive been requesting to be seen for weeks now..can somebody help me ..not only that but im getting covid 19 symtoms..i need to be seen asap...please thank you
From: [Redacted]@inmatemessage.com
To: [Redacted]
Date: 5/4/2020 9:35 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: [Redacted]
Inmate Work Assignment: [Redacted]

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
864bfec7-5df7-41c3-b582-963e9940ca3a
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Still in pain
From: @inmatemessage.com

To: 

Date: 5/6/2020 7:21 PM

Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: 

Inmate Work Assignment: 

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
d7e6578f-d499-497a-9e52-e602cf2cc218

Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

The light cover that fell on my head Im still having migraines neck and back pain

Sntill in pain
To: sick call
Inmate Work Assignment: none

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
e864c089-20e6-4438-a691-01650a0aaab9
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i truly beleive me letting it be knowed that i did and do alot of drugs smoke packs of ciggarettes when i was home but me having asthma was missed and not put down for my medical records when i had a meeting with i dont know why and acting as if my medical record is nothing and cant be put down now with my breathing and weezing the inhaler i used when i was home was abuedarol and that is the pump inhaler i need now please
To: sick call  
Inmate Work Assignment: none  

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.  
9eddfe75-f62e-41c7-bc18-ecd782453951  
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

was asked what type of inhaler i used and its abuedarol inhaler its a low dosage inhaler and its the same one i use i need this because there is no air in the cell now its like vent has hot air coming through and its hard for me to breathe nasal spary is not working because im still wheezing and having sharp pains this problem with my asthma has been continual and becoming a problem
From: [Redacted]
To: [Redacted]
Date: 5/4/2020 9:50 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

Inmate Work Assignment: Unassigned

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.

bd6b5d66-f77e-4102-8eaa-9f3529a28988
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I originally sent this nearly 2 months ago, as you can see, simply to Sick Call. My filters are shot and my CPAP is not working as well as it should due to that fact. Please look into this matter as soon as you are able. Thank you.

[Redacted] on 3/15/2020 9:12 PM wrote:

>

I am in need of new CPAP filters for my breathing machine. If you do not already keep them in stock, even though they are the current standard-issue CPAP devices, the parts in need may be located via the Phillips website at www.phillips.com -- although the pharmacy you already deal with may keep them in stock as well. My device is the Phillips "DreamStation Auto CPAP DOM" and I am in need of both the larger (roughly 0.5" x 1" x 0.25") filter and the "fine particle filter" (the flat piece that snaps onto the larger filter), and the two tend to be available in a package deal. Just to give you a heads-up, I know of at least one other individual who also has the same CPAP and is also in need of filters, so feel free to order a couple of them to have on-hand (they are supposed to be replaced every 90 days -- at least the flat, fine-filters; the larger ones may be cleaned for up to a year, but mine is broken, which is why I'm requesting both as a set). I am willing to pay a small fee if necessary, but I must have these filters before too long, and have no way to order them on my own. Thank you for your time and assistance.
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: 
Date: 5/1/2020 2:21 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: 
Inmate Work Assignment: regarding the testing

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
e52b3dcb-3750-4ae7-ab38-4bf58d08a279
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i am still feeling sick can i please get tested for the virus please and thank you .
From: [Redacted]@inmatemessage.com
To: [Redacted]
Date: 5/6/2020 3:06 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To:
Inmate Work Assignment: [Redacted]

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
43591f18-5451-4b10-ba6b-6d549d2deebd
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

BUENA TARDE LES KIERO DECIR K MES ESTOY SINTIEDO MUY MAL TENGO LAS GARGANTA INFLAMADA Y LOS PIES Y MES DUELEN MUCHICIMO MES ESTAN DANDO COMO ATAKE SEME ASELERA EL CORASON K KREO K MES BOY AS MORIL ESTOY MUY MALO POR FABOL KIERO BER K SEPUEDE ASER GRACIA.,
To: Inmate Work Assignment

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
eb512cb7-a1fd-4200-8f62-88528c9bffcc
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

hey i had the same glasses for bout 3 years now they don't work like before i been getting headaches i see the same with them on as to with out them ...i spoke to the last eye doctor 2 months 3 months ago he took my name but never called me down ,,please look in to this and call me down for new once so these headaches are no joke
thank you have a blessed day
From: [Redacted]@inmatemessage.com>
To: [Redacted]
Date: 5/5/2020 1:35 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: Inmate Work Assignment: [Redacted]

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
1b106123-6436-45ff-a451-9cb4a3ed241d
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

thank you very much
>

[Redacted]@inmatemessage.com> 5/5/2020 11:24 AM >>>
To: Inmate Work Assignment: [Redacted]

hey i had the same glasses for bout 3 years now they don't work like before i been getting headaches i see the same with them on as to with out them ...i spoke to the last eye doctor 2 months 3 months ago he took my name but never called me down ,,please look in to this and call me down for new once so these headaches are no joke
thank you have a blessed day
From: [redacted]@inmatemessage.com
To: [redacted]
Date: 5/6/2020 11:20 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

Inmate Work Assignment: none

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
b4547b23-d4a1-4199-8572-c8e64f2028ac
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Hello [redacted] I am having a problem with my neck (left side). I have a golf size knot on the left side. I am having headaches, swelling as well as some dizziness from time to time. It is also trouble sleeping. Please call me down so you can see for yourself as I am in great pain from a (1-10) it is about a (8). Thank you for your time. [redacted]
From: [redacted]@inmatemessage.com
To: [redacted]
Date: 5/3/2020 8:19 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: [redacted]
Inmate Work Assignment: Emergency Sick Call

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
0f04b1ab-b36c-454b-b121-c4a51c123ae4
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

This is the 3rd sick call I have sent requesting that I see medical attention for this toothache. I cannot sleep and am now getting a fever. The ibuprofen that you have given me is not helping with the pain. If nothing is done I will have no choice but to write a BP8 so get something done. Please help I can't take the pain any longer. Thank you.
To: Inmate Work Assignment: emergency

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
252789de-ffc3-4ddf-a017-0091a289c9fb
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

please help i have a fever i need help im not allergic to penicillin at least send me that so that i can control it until i am seen please help me i cant with this pain any longer
I HAVE BEEN HAVING SEVERE PAIN I STOMACHED DUE TO CONSTIPATION AND I NOW NEED TO SEE THE DR IN REGARDS TO THAT AND ALSO SNORING PROBLEM I HAVE BEEN SUFFERING WITH AND SEEMS TO BE GETTING WORST AND WORST TO WHERE I WAKE MYSELF UP AT NIGHT BECAUSE I LIKE STOP BREATHING !!! ALSO (FOOT FUNGUS) IS GETTING WORST :-(. AND DENTAL HAS NOT YET SEEN ME AND INFECTION IS GETTING WORST IN MOLER :-(

CONFIDENTIAL

BOP_SCR 1062
From: [Redacted]@inmatemessage.com
To: [Redacted]
Date: 5/5/2020 4:49 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: [Redacted]
Inmate Work Assignment: [Redacted]

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
1cac3eb3-2f25-4e6d-b0d6-c37c1cd6fca6
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I really need my asthma pump i been wheezing really bad and I'm worried I'll have an attack while I'm here. My chest feels very tight and my allergies make this time of the year even worst for me last couldn't sleep because of breathing tight chest mind grain , sunday may 3 2020 couldn't sleep because of breathing tight chest heart was beating fast.
From: [Redacted]@inmatemessage.com
To: [Redacted]
Date: 5/6/2020 9:35 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: [Redacted]
Inmate Work Assignment: [Redacted]

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
70c6c6ba-411c-4b1c-bfd9-596e62dc2b00
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I guess your staff or MDC Brooklyn is not going to be satisfied until I die in here. I NEED ASTHMA PUMP YOUR DOCTOR SAID I WOULD GET IT AT NIGHT MONDAY MAY 4 2020 NOTHING HAPPENED. THEN YOUR STAFF SAID PHARMACY WOULD HAVE WITHIN 24 TO 48 HOURS IS PASSED TIME ALREADY WHY IS IT THAT I IM NOT GETTING MEDICATION IM HAVING TROUBLE BREATHING WHEEZING AT NIGHT HARD TO BREATH IN MY CELL NOT BEING ABLE TO REALLY SLEEP. CHEST IS TIGHT SLIGHT MIND GRAIN.
From:  
To:  
Date:  5/6/2020 10:50 AM  
Subject:  ***Request to Staff***  

To:  
Inmate Work Assignment:  

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.  
f385beb4-c5d7-4b4a-9762-944b4af80191  
Your response must come from the departmental mail box.  Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

THE STAFF THAT GIVES OUT MEDICATION WAS IN MY UNIT AT 10:04 AM TODAY 5/6/20. I ASKED HIM ABOUT MY MEDICATION HE SAID THERE IS NOTHING FOR ME THAT HE WOULD GO BACK AND CHECK BUT DIDN'T WRITE MY NAME DOWN. I NEED ASTHMA PUMP HAVING TROUBLE BREATHING CHEST IS FEELING TIGHT.
To: [Redacted]
Inmate Work Assignment: [Redacted]

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
1b00ba6c-8db8-4b9b-aca0-817089a2e566
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

5/6/20 time: 11:32pm chest feeling tight head hurting around my eyes, very thirsty as soon as I drink liquid I have to urinate. when breathing chest hurts couldn't sleep well last night.
From: [email redacted]
To: [email redacted]
Date: 5/7/2020 11:19 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: [redacted]
Inmate Work Assignment: [redacted]

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
ce2846bd-cec2-4ea0-8e05-721a42bfbf52e

Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

5/7/20 time: 10:02am chest feeling tight head hurting when breathing toes and hands still tingling when I woke up. Constantly urinating, dry cough, stuffy nose.
From: [redacted]@inmatemessage.com
To: [redacted]
Date: 5/3/2020 8:05 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To:
Inmate Work Assignment: na

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
cf5fe53e-a031-414c-a97e-6da91485b73f
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

hi what ever medis im taking or im not sure if its related to my ms i cant and havent urinated in27 hours also im breaking out in hives and had another seizure on saturday and my breathing is not getting better or the pain in my stomach or back
From: [Redacted]@inmatemessage.com>
To: [Redacted]
Date: 5/3/2020 5:34 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: [Redacted]
Inmate Work Assignment: [Redacted]

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
1ef8559e-1cb1-4954-8d36-cd37e107e19a
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I need to be seen by a doctor since my request for my inhaler was denied due to it not coming up when I was first entering the prison. I have a need for it as I have used one my entire life and just because you dont have it in your records doesnt help my breathing.
From: [redacted]@inmatemessage.com
To: [redacted]
Date: 5/4/2020 10:35 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: [redacted]
Inmate Work Assignment: [redacted]

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
5004c6a0-44b1-472d-bd52-d7c110ea786a
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I need to see a DR about my shortness of breath to get an inhaler, when I was home I would do a nebulizer treatment when I was having issues, but that wasn't discussed in detail when I first arrived since I was suddenly and without consultation removed from my meds that were prescribed and I was not really focused on anything except the withdrawal therefor I was not in the right state of mind to go over all my issues while consulted.
From: @inmatemessage.com
To: Inmate Work Assignment:
Date: 5/4/2020 6:19 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: Inmate Work Assignment:

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
d5efc9b5-a2b5-4c66-a714-4c567e8e89bc
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I cannot get documentation from the outside as you know, we have 3 hours out of our cells a week BUT since you have doctors here they can see me to determine whether I need this or not, i look forward to the visit

---

To: @inmatemessage.com> 5/3/2020 6:26 PM >>>

Inmate Work Assignment:

I need to be seen by a doctor since my request for my inhaler was denied due to it not coming up when I was first entering the prison. I have a need for it as I have used one my entire life and just because you don't have it in your records doesn't help my breathing.
***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
4a756105-410b-436a-97cf-a6d1815a315b
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

ALSO I AM STILL COUGHING, COLD IN MY CHEST, SOME FEVER LIKE SYMPTOM AND HAVE NOT BEEN SEEN SINCE APRIL 1
To:  
Inmate Work Assignment: NA

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
939838e9-b55c-418e-b267-3dae8165ed94
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I BEEN HAVING BAD HEADACHES AND NOTHING IS WORKING FROM COMMISSARY, I WOULD LIKE TO CHECK MY BLOOD PRESSURE PLEASE. I WROTE YOU GUYS MANY OF TIMES
From: [Redacted]@inmatemessage.com
To: [Redacted]
Date: 5/5/2020 11:05 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: [Redacted]
Inmate Work Assignment: [Redacted]

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
f1cd8081-6bfb-4a5b-beab-84edcbbcd7f0
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Attention: Medical Personnel on Staff,

I am hereby once again requesting testing for the Covid-19 virus. I still continue to experience symptoms associated with the virus and need the testing to be done as soon as possible. Any and every assistance given will be greatly appreciated. Thanking you in advance for your help in facilitating this request,
From: 
To: 
Date: 5/6/2020 1:06 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: 
Inmate Work Assignment:

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
381a94a3-04b5-4d74-8eeb-06631f60789e
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Attention: Doctor on Staff,

I am again requesting the testing for the Covid-19 virus as I continue to have symptoms associated with the virus. The new symptoms i am currently having are chest pain, dizziness, and profuse sweating during minimal movements. Any help given will be greatly appreciated. Thanking you in advance for your assistance in facilitating this request.
To:

Inmate Work Assignment

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
469767c4-ae90-4423-8cf4-71ddf1d38ed3
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I HAVE ALOT OF CHEST PAIN AND HEADACES AND ALOT OF DIZZYNESS I HAVE A WEEK WITH THIS PROBLEM NEED TO SEE A DOCTOR ASAP THANK YOU
From: [Redacted]@inmatemessage.com>
To: [Redacted]
Date: 5/4/2020 12:06 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: [Redacted]
Inmate Work Assignment: [Redacted]

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
24fdd51f-858d-49bb-af07-27be664ba88d
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Good afternoon,

I need to see the doctor, I haven't been feeling well. I have a dry cough, dryness and itching on my throat specially when I'm sleeping it gets worse. Chest pain and pressure, I feel very fatigued and weak. I have sent several call outs to see medical and I haven't heard back.

Thanks
From: [Redacted]
To: [Redacted]
Date: 5/5/2020 10:49 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: [Redacted]
Inmate Work Assignment:

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
c9a5dabc-ff5f-4eab-ab7d-15fc0054210b
Your response must come from the departmental mailbox. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

Good evening

I have chest pain, fatigue, severe dry cough, itching on my throat and I also been having asthma attack, I feel this is all getting worse. I really need to be seen as soon as possible and properly assessed please.

Thanks in advanced
From: @inmatemessage.com
To: 
Date: 5/1/2020 3:07 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To:
Inmate Work Assignment: n/a

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
904e7f5c-e442-43a6-bb03-66a7f9d7ad69
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i want to be tested for cov-19 i think i was exposed by another inmate who contracted it
From: [Redacted]@inmatemessage.com
To: [Redacted]
Date: 5/4/2020 12:19 PM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: [Redacted]
Inmate Work Assignment: [Redacted]

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
a6a7fa71-9c23-42ce-bbc5-ceeb779b1790
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

hi i tried to buy some type of medication for my headaches which are not getting any better and commissary did not have any available to buy i was wondering if you can prescribe me something thank you
To: [redacted]
Inmate Work Assignment: na

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
2c56d62d-1c5b-4c62-84ac-15f492266b2b
Your response must come from the departmental mailbox. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

my ribs still hurt my finger still need surgery i need a asthma pump my breathing be short and it hurts at night when I'm going to sleep
From: @inmatemessage.com>
To: Inmate Work Assignment:
Date: 5/6/2020 7:18 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: Inmate Work Assignment:

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.
e7b7531b-82c5-4006-9d41-e4b24041bf69
Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

I'm having drainage issues. im not sure if it is a sinus infection, but it has been bothering my throat when i try to sleep and cause my ears to have to be popped...
From: @inmatemessage.com
To: 
Date: 5/4/2020 9:50 AM
Subject: ***Request to Staff***

To: 
Inmate Work Assignment: 

***ATTENTION***

Please cut and paste the message indicator below into the subject line; only this indicator can be in the subject line.

abbbf9f24-b369-46fb-8191-e12be4d26ad6

Your response must come from the departmental mail box. Responses from personal mailboxes WILL NOT be delivered to the inmate.

***Inmate Message Below***

i have head pain, and cold chills at night
For the second time, I am emailing to say that I have tried the allergy medication on commissary and nothing has changed. I still have shortness of breath, tightness in my chest, and intense nasal congestion. I believe that these may be symptoms of COVID-19 and not of my allergies. I request to be tested immediately.

I have been having some shortness of breath and tightness in my chest. My seasonal and environmental allergies have been out of control since I am forced to spend 23 hours a day in a dusty confined space.
From: @inmatemessage.com
To: 
Date: 5/1/2020 10:20 AM
Subject: Re: Re: ***Request to Staff***

gracias por su respuesta, espero me puedan ver pronto ya que mi salud esta muy deteriorada, gracias.

AM >>>>
To: @inmatemessage.com>

4/29/2020 9:15

Inmate Work Assignment: 

buenos dias sigo con mucha dificultad para respirar, mucho dolor de cabeza y dolor en en todo el estomago más asentuado en el costado derecho, el dolor en la espalda y como una calentura en el pecho persisten, porfavor cuando puedan me revisan gracias.